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Oscar Magocsi's letter to Eva Groenke, December 1992

Dec. 15, 92

Dear Eva,

just received your Dec. 5th Xmas letter...My fast reply to your letter was due to my
having one slower day in an otherwise very busy and events-filled life, also due to the
many questions of some urgency in your letter. Well, let's tackle them one by one:

I  read  only  Strieber's  ”Communion”  book  in  parts,
finding  the  Greys  repulsive  and  violating  our  people.
There  may  be  some  deeper  spiritual  reasons  to  their
actions, but personally, I don't care. I just don't even want
to know about them at all.

When your proposed book comes out, it is quite OK to
mention my home and city of redidence. No problem if I
receive silly phone calls; my phone-answering machine
can take most of them since I am hardly ever aroundvery
long  to  personally  answer.  I  could  get  an  ”unlisted"
secret phone number, but I don't want to go that way.

I still keep reprinting my books if orders come in. I still sell them, even though far
less than in earlier years. Still using Quest Group address which is still valid.

Canada and the USA are partners in not ony the NATO, but also in the NORAD. This
latter is part of our joint and common defense of the North-American continent.
Most  of  the  ET-connected  or  other  highly  confidential  courier-jobs  are  assignsed
through an approprate joint-agency with full discretionary powers, not accountable to
either the Parliament, Congress or Senate. If it had to, it could even function swiftly
and efficiently in emergency or top-urgency situations! This anonymous agency can
choose any personal and any means to fulfill highly sensitive and usually top secret
missions.

But your friend was quite right, that an official US-Government service could not
officially  employ  a  foreign  citizen  (a  Canadian  like  me),  yet  they  still  do  it
unofficially on occasion!

(This much you can feel free to write up in your future book, without going into very
specific details. People will not believe most of it, anyway, so try not to test their
credability - even if any intelligent person should know, that behind all the great or
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small world-events of the past years there were many-many unseen actors and agents
from the various interest groups.)

Gorbachev still has great influence on many things even though he is not "center-
stage” for a while. But he will make a dynamic public come back in the future.

1993 is going to be the fastest, most dynamic and most eventful year so far. Both
globally  and  personally  for  each  one  of  us  on  Earth,  due  to  the  ever  faster
acceleration of the TRANSITION-times (of which we are more than halfway through
already!)

Well, I am closing my lines for now, dashing off to mail this letter so it may reach
you the soonest. 

Lots of Love, 
Oscar.


